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Chapter 1Introduction
1.1 IntroductionAn astonishing evolvement of wireless technology has been witnessed in re-cent years, and driven a large number of popular technologies develop at highspeed. Wireless technology has marched into the �eld of consumer applica-tions, medical, industrial public safety, logistics, transport system and manyother applications[12, 3, 31]. Location determination technique is amongthese ubiquitous mobile computing techniques, helping individuals or sys-tems know locations of people. At the same time, location determinationsystems based on location determination techniques draw great interests ofmany researchers, because of the important function lying in Location-basedService(LBS). It is also foreseen that the application for LBS will becomereally popular in the future mobile networks.As the LBS pervade, varieties of applications referring to LBS have been im-proved, such as emergency and navigation services, tracking and monitoringsystems, and location-based billing services. Besides, there are more speci�ccontexts bene�ting from LBS, for example, location information plays animportant part in node tracking and packet routing in sensor networks[1].Due to the reason that LBS is widely used in every �eld of daily life, lo-cation determination system which is the essential part of LBS plays animportant part in supplying correct location information. Currently, most ofthe researchers focus on improving the accuracy of location information inlocation determination.However, to provide correct location information, only considering accuracyis not enough. Reliability of location determination systems should be taken1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2into account as well. The reliability of location determination systems isvery critical in terms of ensuring accuracy, integrity of location informationand robustness of location determination systems. With a growing popu-larity of LBS, location determination system also becomes a popular targetfor attackers[24]. Usually, attackers intend to tamper location determinationsystem and abuse location information, which undermines the reliability oflocation determination systems. For instance, an attacker might cheat loca-tion determination system to estimate an incorrect position, and then accessthe resource which is only bound to this speci�c position. Some maliciousparties may also intercept honest user's location information for illegal use.The abuse of location information hence results in serious consequences, suchas property theft, privacy breach, fake information and so on. Therefore, re-liability is really important for evaluating a location determination systemand should be given enough concern.This thesis is di�erent from previous works. Although a lot of researchershave proposed techniques or algorithms to secure communications, computa-tion and other aspects[27, 34, 19, 37, 20] in location determination systems,however, few of them study in the �eld of reliability and measuring how loca-tion information is a�ected under attack. A. I. G. Ferreres et al. research alot in the aspect of location authentication[1, 2], but they only concern aboutthe integrity of location information and security mechanism to enhance theauthenticity of location information. How location determination system isin�uenced by attack is not measured in terms of accuracy or robustness, intheir works.In order to improve location determination system, this thesis is mainlyconcentrated on analyzing the reliability of current location determinationsystems. In this thesis, the reliability of location determination systems isde�ned as accuracy, integrity of location information and robustness of loca-tion determination system when encountering attack. Accuracy of locationinformation can be measured by adopting metrics, such as mean distanceerror between determined location and real location. Integrity of locationinformation is inspected by analyzing how attacks break integrity. Robust-ness of location determination system can be measured by analyzing whetherlocation determination system works normally under attack.In this thesis, we consider attacks which are relative to the reliability of lo-cation determination systems. Attacks which in�uence accuracy, integrityand robustness of location determination system are studied. Reliability re-quires location information be correct and not tampered, or, if tampered, thelocation determination system being able to know the location information



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3has been manipulated by malicious entity. Therefore, location informationis measured to see the in�uence under attack. Apart from researching possi-ble attacks which threaten the reliability of location determination systems,some countermeasures for resisting attacks are presented.We choose one type of generic model from various location determination sys-tems as the target to study. As there are di�erent types of location determina-tion systems, it is di�cult to analyze reliability for all location determinationsystems. Another reason to use model refers to the right of using location de-termination systems in experiment. Although lots of location determinationsystems are proposed, most of them are still in the researching status and notavailable. Some other applications of location determination system mightbe available, but only the client program is reachable and the whole systemis not accessed. Hence, in this thesis, to study and do experiment on a realapplication of location determination system is impossible, for the limitationof resource. As a result, according to one selective generic model, we imple-ment a prototype of location determination system, which borrows a designfrom existing location determination system Opennet-Map in Otasizzle plat-form(introduced in Section 2.1.4), as the researched object. Opennet-Map isrange independent, infrastructure-based, sending report from client to cen-tral server and utilizing proximity-based location determination. Thus, theprototype implemented in this thesis represents this type of location deter-mination system.Moreover, we propose a method to inspect the reliability of location determi-nation systems in this thesis. Although only one type of location determina-tion system is examined for the reliability, the methodology proposed in thisthesis can be applied to any other type of location determination system,helping have a whole understanding about the status of reliability of currentlocation determination systems. For the importance of reliability in locationdetermination system, this proposed method makes sense in verifying howreliable a location determination system is to resist attack. The method tomeasure reliability is proposed in Section 1.3.This thesis is meaningful in enhancing the location determination systemin the future through studying the reliability of current location determina-tion systems. It is important to know the factors which could impact thereliability of location determination systems. The performance of locationdetermination systems can be improved in the aspect of reliability by car-rying out certain security solutions, when designing and developing locationdetermination systems.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 41.2 The Problem StatementIn order to analyze the reliability of location determination systems for de-termining position accurately, resisting attacks, and to ensure the integrityof location information, this thesis aims to solve the following problems:1. Find out what kind of attacks exist in a location determination system,especially ones which in�uence accuracy, tamper the integrity and un-dermine the robustness of the location determination system.2. Study how an attack in�uences the reliability of the location determi-nation system prototype, in order to enhance the security protectionfor location determination systems and guarantee the truthfulness oflocation information.1.3 MethodAt �rst, we study a number of location determination systems in literaturereview. Having found common features among these location determinationsystems, we then abstract several generic models of the location determina-tion systems. Apart from building generic models of location determinationsystem, attack model is designed with a basic tuple (id, l, t) which repre-sents location information(id represents identi�cation, l stands for location,
t means time, a further more description is in Section 3.2). In attack model,we present a number of attacks which can in�uence the reliability of locationdetermination system[1], based on attacking this tuple.Secondly, as the main purpose of this thesis is to analyze the reliability of lo-cation determination systems, we implement a location determination systemprototype as the object to study reliability. This prototype is based on oneabstracted location determination system model, and borrows a design of theexisting location determination system Opennet-Map[14] as well. Therefore,this prototype represents the type of location determination system which isrange independent, infrastructure-based, sending report from client to centralserver and utilizing proximity-based location determination. Moreover, thisprototype is able to position client device and supply quantities of locationinformation after being tested.In order to see if the attacks presented in the attack model are able to tamperthe implemented prototype, we describe practically about how these attacksact on the implemented prototype.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5After the description about how attacks could happen, a series of experi-ments is launched. We design these experiments to solve the problem howthe reliability of the implemented prototype is in�uenced by attacks. In theexperiment, the simulation of attacks is ful�lled by manipulating data storedin database. Location information then is estimated under the simulation ofattacks. We also compare the location information before and after beingtampered in the aspect of reliability. Accuracy is measured by calculatingmean distance error(read more details in Section 4.3.3); integrity of locationinformation is inspected by watching tuple (id, l, t); robustness of locationdetermination system is measured by analyzing the availability of locationdetermining. In addition, some countermeasures are proposed to help en-hance the reliability in terms of security protection.This thesis is organized as followed structure: An overview introduction forthis thesis and problem statement is proposed in Chapter 1. Backgroundfor thesis is described in Chapter 2, which introduces referenced notionsfor location determination system. Generic model of location determinationsystem and attack model are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 consistsof an implemented location determination system prototype and a seriesof experiments, which is analyzed later in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 makes aconclusion of the whole thesis.



Chapter 2Background
2.1 De�nition of terms2.1.1 Overview of location determination systemRapid development of wireless technology, wide use of various kinds of mo-bile devices and high requirement of �exible mobile applications impel theevolution of location determination technology. At the same time, increas-ingly maturing of location determination technology helps exploit locationinformation more precisely. Relevant applications and services have also beenimproved as location determination technology grows.Location determination technologies are utilized to locate geographic posi-tions of one or several individuals. And the location information derivedfrom the location determination technologies is used to create, compile, se-lect, or �lter information and o�er it to its users. System based on locationdetermination technology is called location determination system.Location determination system can be various, depending on what kind oflocation determination technology it uses, properties of underlying networksand so on. In order to analyze the model of location determination system,some de�nition is necessary to be explained clearly.Physical location and Symbolic LocationPhysical location describes position as a real and actual location[16], forexample, the coordination of the location. 6



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 7Symbolic location is a little bit abstract, which shows the position in thename of the place.Absolute location and Relative locationAbsolute location is generated by a shared reference grid for all objects[16],such as the latitude, longitude, and altitude of an object.Relative location is the position that is relative to referenced nodes. There-fore, the positions of referenced nodes are the referenced frames.Internal measurement based system and Reference-based systemInternal measurement[1] is one main approach of location determination,which uses measurement mechanisms inside an object itself, such as inertialnavigation or odometry techniques. But a more common method is reference-based location determination.For the reference-based location determination system, normally, it consistsof several target nodes which are the client points, a set of referenced nodeswhich are responsible for referencing the location information of target node,and an optional central node for controlling the whole system. The job ofeach component may di�erentiate due to the speci�c location determinationsystem, for example, calculating the location information can be taken eitherby target node or other nodes.Infrastructure-based system and Terminal-based systemTherefore, reference-based location determination system can be infrastructure-based or terminal-based[1], categorized by which node estimates the location.For the infrastructure-based location determination system, reference nodeor central node estimates the location, while in the terminal-based locationdetermination system target node has the ability to calculate the location byitself.Range-dependent and Range-independent systemAs for di�erent measuring methods in referenced-based system, two cate-gories of location determination systems are range-dependent system andrange-independent system[1]. Range-dependent techniques make use of the



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 8transmitted signals' properties which are relevant to the distance betweennodes. Range-independent techniques don't care the properties of signals,but concentrate on other characteristics that might be used to exploit thelocation information.Outdoor system and Indoor systemLocation determination system can also be categorized as outdoor systemand indoor system, according to the determined location of target node. Alocation determination system is outdoor system, if its purpose is to locatean outdoor target node. Similarly, a location determination system is indoorsystem, if the aim is for positioning an indoor target node[3].Usually, an outdoor system does not require a precise location, while an in-door system pursues a relatively accurate position. Moreover, the techniquesof location determination which outdoor and indoor systems use are di�er-ent, because of di�erent characteristics of geography. For instance, out doorsystem requires the transmit-range of signal should be wide, but there is nostrict requirement for indoor system.2.1.2 Measuring principles of location determination sys-tem[12] There are various kinds of measuring principles which help reference-based location determination system to determine the location of target node.The location determination system can choose to use either one suitable ora combination of multiple measuring techniques, in order to estimate theposition of object more accurately.TriangulationA distinct feature of triangulation is using geometric properties of trianglesto compute the position of target node. The structure that multiple refer-enced nodes construct can be view as triangle, which is used by triangulationtechniques to estimate the distance from target node to each reference node.Lateration and angulation are two techniques for triangulation.
• Lateration: Lateration techniques can be categorized as followed:



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 9� Time of Arrival (TOA): The position of target is able to be lo-cated by measuring the propagation time of signal. In TOA-basedsystem, after the synchronization between signal transmitters andreceivers, one-way propagation time of signals from transmittersto receivers is recorded. Signi�cantly, to determine one location,the propagation time of signals with respect to at least three ref-erence nodes is required.� Time Di�erence of Arrival (TDOA): This technique mainlyconcerns the relative position of target node, by measuring andcomparing the di�erence in time that signals arrives at di�erentreference nodes, instead of recording absolute arrival time in TOA.� Received Signal Strengths (RSS): Measuring the attenuationof emitted signal strength is the essential point for this technique.Signal path loss is calculated due to propagation received at refer-enced node. Similarly, at least three referenced nodes are requiredto determine the location of target node.� Roundtrip Time of Flight (RTOF): This technique is namedbecause it concentrates on the time-of-�ight of signal during aroundtrip in-between signal transmitter and receiver. Therefore,this roundtrip time is used to estimate the location of target node.� Received Signal Phase Method: Carrier phase (or phase dif-ference) of signals arrived at referenced node is utilized here asthe variable to estimate the range. This technique is also namedas phase of arrival (POA).
• Angulation: Angulation technique[12, 18] is similar to lateration, butit utilizes angles to determine the targeted location rather than dis-tances. And angulation requires of at least two reference nodes, or twoangle measurements and one length measurement derived from the tworeference nodes, to determine a 2-Dimension location.Scene analysisScene analysis[18] is such technique which uses algorithms collecting features(�ngerprints) of a scene in o�ine stage and estimating location by matchingcurrently observed information with the closest a priori location �ngerprintsin online stage. RSS-based location �ngerprinting is used frequently togetherwith scene analysis.



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 10ProximityThis technique output the determinate result as a symbolic relative location.Usually, in a relatively dense grid of referenced nodes, the location of targetnode is "near" a known referenced node if some characteristics of targetnode are most relevant to that of the referenced node[15, 18, 12]. Detectingphysical contact, monitoring wireless cellular access points and observingautomatic ID system are common methods to sense proximity.2.1.3 Wireless technologiesCurrently, wireless technologies have evolved speedily due to the explosionof knowledge. As a result, a variety of wireless systems become underly-ing networks for supporting information communications, satisfying di�erentneeds of upper systems. Location determination system also bene�ts fromthe development of wireless technologies, as di�erent wireless networks formsignaling systems and network infrastructures for location measuring units.Some networks are introduced here as network infrastructures for locationdetermination system[12]:
• Cellular-based network: Global System of Mobile (GSM) and CodeDivision Multiple Access (CDMA) have been accepted by a lot of lo-cation determination systems as infrastructure network. However, theaccuracy of cellular network is low in an area where base stations don'tdensely cover.
• Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN):As a dominant local wire-less networking standard, WLAN has been used widely in many placesof the world. Therefore, building a location determination system uponexisted WLAN is convenient and scalable. WLAN is welcome to bothoutdoor and indoor location determination system, for the reason thatWLAN is popularly used almost everywhere. Furthermore, the accu-racy of the location determination system which adopts RSS on WLANis about 3-30m, which appears to be quite an optimal result.
• Global Positioning System (GPS): GPS is the most successfuloutdoor location determination system, therefore it can also representthe wireless technology which utilizes satellite signals. By using satellitesignals emitted from satellites moving around the earth, this kind ofwireless technology provides an ideal and robust infrastructure networkfor location determination system. However, because satellite signals



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 11cover poorly for indoor environment, the indoor positioning function ofGPS is not accurate and unsuitable.
• Ultra-Wideband (UWB): Focused on sending ultrashort pulses,UWB has a low duty cycle. Compared to conventional RFID systems,UWB is able to transmit signals over multiple bands of frequenciessimultaneously, and the duration of this transmission is shorter.
• Bluetooth: The signal range of Bluetooth is shorter, compared toWLAN. But Bluetooth is a ubiquitous technology for widely embeddedin current terminal devices and it supports lots of network services.Blutooth tag is a transceiver with small size, and it owns a uniqueID which could help locate this tag. Therefore, for indoor locationdetermination system, Bluetooth technique is an appropriate networkinfrastructure.
• Radio Frequency Identi�cation (RFID): RFID technique allowsstoring and receiving information, in the form of transmitting elec-tromagnetically in an integrated circuit which is compatible to RF.Components such as RFID tags which emit data and RFID receiverswhich read data from tags, and communication protocols in-betweenRFID tags and readers, form an infrastructure network for locationdetermination system.
• Infrared (IR): Infrared radiation wireless techniques can also be uti-lized as a network infrastructure for location determination systemsending data. Because of the short-range and narrow-transmission-angle features, IR signal �ts an indoor environment well rather thanan outdoor environment.2.1.4 Several current location determination systemsAlthough most of the location determination technologies together with thecorresponding location determination systems are still in the phase of re-searching, some location determination systems have achieved a highlight inthe success of positioning target.In this thesis, it is focused more on the features of location determinationsystems, which are relative to infrastructure network, deployment of systemand communications among di�erent components, rather than knowing thedetails of physical performance[16].



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 12CricketCricket[16, 26, 6] is developed by researchers in MIT, as an indoor location-support system more than a location determination system. In Cricket, acombination of RF and ultrasound is used to determine locations of objects,by inspecting one-way propagation time. Beacon, a small device, is responsi-ble for advertising its location information on an RF signal in the geographicspace where it is attached. With each RF advertisement, an ultrasonic pulseis also sent. At the same time, Listener which is a small signal receivermounted in the object, starts listen for ultrasonic signal after sensing the RFadvertisement. Followed, the distance to beacon can be estimated by ob-ject itself through the di�erence in propagation times of RF and ultrasonicsignal. Object then is able to compute its own location by utilizing di�er-ent distances to di�erent beacons and the location information of beacons.Furthermore, both of lateration and proximity techniques have been usedby Cricket for positioning. Location can be triangulated by the support ofmultiple beacons. What is more, useful proximity information still can beprovided by only one beacon, with the help of semantic string transmittedon the radio from beacon.RADARAs an indoor location determination system, RADAR[16, 29] developed byMicrosoft Research group is based on the WLAN technology.After multiple receivers or base stations' measuring the signal strength fromthe target node, RADAR's central controller then calculates the position ofobject by the collective data. There are two implementations of RADAR:one uses scene analysis while the other uses lateration.RADAR uses WLAN as infrastructure network, the advantage of which isthat RADAR can use the infrastructure network built before in the building,but has a limitation for the object to be tracked, because the object has tosupport WLAN technology.Active BadgeDi�use infrared technology is adopted in the cellular proximity system ofActive Badge[16, 32] indoor location determination system by AT&T Cam-bridge. Infrared badge, small device as well as the target object worn byindividual, form a badge network and is able to emit an identi�er which is



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 13globally unique every 10 seconds or on demand. At this moment, a networkof �xed infrared sensors scattered in building sense the data from infraredbadge, and then forward to the central server. Central server is responsiblefor collecting and aggregating data from sensors, and supplying an interfaceof application program for accessing data. In addition, the location estimatedby Active Badge system is represented in absolute and symbolic way.LANDMARCBased on RFID technologies, LANDMARC[21] is an indoor location-sensingprototype system. There are RFID readers and tags involved in LAND-MARC system. RFID reader has the capability to read data emitted fromRFID tag which is the device attached to somewhere. In LANDMARC, theidea is to assign some �xed location reference tags as referencing points. Inaddition, there are RFID tags distributed to objects to be located. Duringthe positioning, RFID reader measures the signal strength from all tags whichcan be sensed in its signal region. Next, a central node estimates the locationof object by analyzing the data sending from RFID readers. In detail, bycomparing the signal strength of target node with the one of reference tags,scene analysis algorithm is adopted to determine the location of target node.SpotONSpotON[17] is an indoor location prototype system based on RFID signalstrength analysis, for estimating three dimensional location. AIR ID prod-ucts developed by a company named RFIDeas are used in SpotON system:AIR ID badge and base station. Measurements are made for object by mul-tiple base stations through signal strength analyzing, returning approximatedistances. After that, a central server aggregates distance values and com-putes the location by lateration.UbisenseUWB radio is used by Ubisense[30] indoor location determination system.Components of Ubisense include a network of Ubisensors and a set of Ubitags.Ubisensor, which is �xed in known positions, is connected to each other byEthernet, and owns a RF transceiver and a UWB receiver. Ubitag, deviceattached to object, also has a RF transceiver and a UWB transmitter. Oncethe Ubitag is ready, it sends a RF message about its identity together with a



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 14UWB pulse sequence to Ubisensors. The Ubisensor then adopts TDOA andAOA to determine the location of Ubitag.HorusImplemented in the context of WLAN, Horus[23] is an RF-based locationdetermination system. As a terminal-based system, Horus' calculation forpositioning is executed by object itself, using Horus system device driver.During the o�ine phase, the system tabulates the signal strength receivedfrom the access points at selected locations in the area of interest, resultingin a so-called radio map. In the o�ine mode, the Horus system creates atable consist of the received signal strength from access points, also called asradio-map. Probabilistic technique, which is one method of scene analysis,is used by Horus to generate the radio map. And in the online mode, theHorus system searches the radio map by the signal strength samples receivedfrom the access points, in order to determine the location of object.The location determination system Opennet-Map in Otasizzle plat-formThis location determination system is one module embedded in Otasizzlewhich is a new mobile social media test environment project founded inOtaniemi, Espoo[14]. Still being in the process of developing, this outdoorlocation determination system makes use of GPS, WLAN and cellular-basedwireless network as infrastructure network. Only if the GPS does not workor not work ideally, WLAN and cellular-based network would be used todetermine the location of user. The technology of triangulation and proximityis utilized in the WLAN and cellular-based determination.In summary, by studying current location determination systems in Sec-tion 2.1.4, Table 2.1 is created for summarizing features of these locationdetermination systems.



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 152.2 Securing location determination system2.2.1 Secure location determinationOne direct way is to implement location determination system adopting se-cure location determination, which is capable to discover location securelyand supply some guarantee for the authenticity of location determining inthe execution of location determination protocol. Secure location determi-nation system does not only focus on location determination, but also hasthe capability of resisting certain attacks. Important to notice that securelocation determination emphasizes more on the point that location informa-tion is unknown before start location determination, when it guaranteeingthe authenticity of location determination[1].A mechanism for secure positioning of wireless devices called veri�able mul-tilateration [34] has been described in the work from Srdjan Capkun et al.And this mechanism relies on distance bound measurement and subsequentcomputations executed by authority.2.2.2 Location authenticationIn order to prevent attacks from malicious entities, location authenticationis another e�ective method. Location authentication could be viewed anadditional module added to a normal location determination system. It ispossible to compose a location authentication protocol with any location de-termination protocol, even a potentially insecure one, without compromisingthe security of the ultimate guarantee that a target node T is in the region.A.I.Gonzalez-Tablas et al. have surveyed location authentication protocols ina wide range, which is very helpful for understanding location authentication[2,1].Jason Reid et al. proposed an approach[20] which leverages the phenom-ena of side channel leakage to deliver a low latency channel, which sup-ports the distance bounding protocol. In their work, they also comparedistance-bounding protocol proposed by Hancke and Khun with their im-proved distance-bounding protocol[11].Naveen Sastry et al. present a method for secure location veri�cation alsonamed as Echo protocol[27]. This protocol is a simple and lightweight methodto address in-region veri�cation problem, which is the problem that veri�erveri�es if the target node in the region or not.



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 16Components in location authenticationIn the model of location authentication protocol, there are two basic elements:a client entity T which is the target to locate, and a veri�er of location V [2].As for the de�nition of location authentication, it is the process whereby oneparty is assured of a second party's(T ) location in a protocol , and the secondparty must have participated in the protocol(is active or immediately beforethe evidence is required).Distance-bounding protocolsDistance-bounding protocol[33] is one representative protocol for locationauthentication, proposed as the mean to detect relay attacks. In detail, thisprotocol aims to authenticate that target node T is within a range withdistance d from some location where reference node R or a veri�er V is at.Based on fast challenge-response exchanges Multiple distance-boundingprotocols are designed based on the round-trip time or one way time betweentarget node T and veri�er V . Generally, this kind of protocol assumes a con-stant transmitted speed v for signal[2]. And T is veri�ed by V whether if Tis within the distance d, which is de�ned as d = v ∗ t, where t is the one waytime. Sometimes, t will also include the processing time of veri�cation on V .Based on token broadcast Some other distance-bounding protocols relyon broadcasting tokens to a set of short-range reference nodes[2]. In thiskind of protocols, token can be received by target node T only if T is withindistance d from reference node.Absolute positioning protocolsDi�erent from distance-bounding protocol, the main goal of this protocolis to verify the absolute position of target node T [2]. In order to get theabsolute location of T , triangulation techniques are utilized in this protocol.Based on simultaneous fast challenge-response exchanges This vari-ety of protocols is designed as the simultaneous processing for many distancebounding protocols which are based on fast challenge-response exchanges runby T and multiple reference nodes[2].



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 17Based on authenticated ranging Based on global navigation satellitesystems(GNSS) such as GPS, protocols utilizes triangulation to compute anabsolute location, hence the result can be used as an authentication[2].
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LD IB TB AL RL RD RI Measurementprinciples andpositioningalgorithmsActiveBadge √ √ √ √ Di�use infraredcellular proxim-ityCricket √ √ √ √ √ √ Proximity, later-ationHorus √ √ √ √ WLAN RSS,ProbabilisticmethodLANDMARC √ √ √ √ Active RFIDRSS, sceneanalysis KNNRADAR √ √ √ √ WLAN RSS,scene analy-sis KNN andtriangulationSpotON √ √ √ √ Active RFIDRSS, Ad-HoclaterationUbisense √ √ √ √ UnidirectionalUWBTDOA+AOA,Least SquareOpennet-Map inOtasizzlePlatform √ √ √ √ GPS, WLAN,cellular, proxim-ityTable 2.1: Features of current location determination systems. LD:LocationDetermination IB:Infrastructure-based TB:Terminal-based AL:Absolute Lo-cation RL:Relative Location RD:Range Dependent RI:Range Independent



Chapter 3Models and Methods
3.1 Generic models of location determinationsystemIn Table 2.1, we discover that di�erent location determination systems havecommon features. Therefore, based on Table 2.1, several generic models canbe abstracted from these location determination systems. The abstractedgeneric models are presented in Figure 3.1.In Figure 3.1, there are three types of location determination system modela, b, and c. a and b are both models of infrastructure-based location de-termination systems. However, a is di�erent from b in entity which sendsmeasuring data to central server. In model a and b, �rstly, target nodestarts query for positioning, or reference node automatically starts query forpositioning after detecting target node enter into the region owned by thisreference node. Secondly, time length or signal strength is measured eitherby target node or reference node. Third, measured data is sent to centralnode by reference node in model a and by target node in model b. Finally,central node calculates and determines the location of target node.c is a model of terminal based location determination system. And in thismodel, after the measured data has been collected, all calculation of positionsis executed in target node. It is only reference node and target node whichtake part in this model for positioning.In this thesis, the implemented prototype of location determination systemis based on basic structure of location determination system Opennet-Mapin Otasizzle platform. Due to the reason that model b is in accordance with19
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CHAPTER 3. MODELS AND METHODS 21the deployment of Opennet-Map in Otasizzle platform, therefore model b ischosen as the basic model to implement prototype of location determinationsystem.3.2 Attack modelThe purpose of this attack model is trying by all ways to change the tuple (id,l ,t) of determined location in location determination system model, whereid represents the identi�cation, l means the location, t stands for queryingtime of target node. If any element in (id, l, t) is altered, the integrity oflocation information is undermined.It is assumed that the model of location determination system proposed inSection 3.1 is able to represent the kind of location determination systemwhich has similar deployment and communication �ows as this model. Fo-cusing on this location determination system model, attacks which are ableto threaten this location determination system model are also e�ective torelative type of location determination system. Therefore, the attack modelis built on this location determination system model.In this attack model, the component of location determination system suchas target node, reference node or central node is assumed to be not alwaystrusted and communications among each node can be insecure. Moreover,this attack model is deployed in quite an open environment, in which attacksmay come from any level or layer of location determination system model[36].For example, there can be internal attack in which node is compromised andinforms the positioning infrastructure with a false position, external attackwhich convinces an honest node and the positioning infrastructure that nodeis not at the factual location, physical attacks which manipulate properties oflocation determination system in physics, or attacks from application layer.Besides, the target node, which has been attacked or controlled by attacker,should not actually be present at the determined location at right time,otherwise, attack to location determination system would be useless.In the following, multiple attacks are presented based on the tuple (id, l, t).These attacks are going to be described practically in Section 4.3.2 abouthow they act on location determination system prototype.Impersonation Impersonation is one threat in which malicious party maypretend to be a trusted user and use the identity from trusted user to let



CHAPTER 3. MODELS AND METHODS 22location determination system make a false location determination.For example, malicious node M pretends to be trusted terminal node T bytelling central node C thatM is T. Therefore, the place whereM requests forpositioning becomes the place where T stays, but actually T is somewhereelse. M 's purpose is to change l in tuple(id, l, t) in location determinationsystem. If the location of T is correct, T 's tuple should be (T, lT , t), but Mmodi�es tuple to be (T, lM , t) after attacking.Absolute-location fraud Malicious party's attempt to manipulate termi-nal device in order to fake the determination of absolute location is calledabsolute-location fraud.For tuple (id, l, t) in location determination system, malicious party M triesto change (id, l, t) into (id, lfake, t), by breaking the rule of location deter-mination, e.g. deceiving reference node or making a fake report to centralnode.Time fraud Time fraud is the kind of attack, in which malicious party Mtries to deceive location determination system that M is in some place whereactually it stayed some time ago.For tuple(id, l, t) in location determination system, M is attempting tochange (id, lcurrent, t) into (id, lbefore, t), by reusing history resource ortampering report to central server.Ma�a fraud Ma�a fraud is the type of attack that malicious party triesto act as proxy in between reference node and target node[20], or in betweentarget node and central node.For the location determination system in which reference node sends report tocentral node, malicious node M acts as a proxy in between honest referencenode and honest node T. M 's intention is to let reference node or centralnode believe T is at M 's location. As a result, determined location tuple(id, lT , t) of T is changed into (id, lM , t).For the location determination system in which target node sends report tocentral node, malicious node M acts as a proxy in between trustworthy nodeT and honest central node. Doing this, M intends to let central node believeM is at T 's location. Therefore, determined location tuple (id, lT , t) of Tbecomes the tuple belonging to M, and any reply from central server or thirdparty are all sent to M.



CHAPTER 3. MODELS AND METHODS 23Sybil attack In Sybil attack, attacker would add or controls multiple ma-licious reference nodes into location determination system, intending to in-terfere with the regular work of whole system[37].In this type of attack, attacker tries to modify l in tuple(id, l, t) of deter-mined location, by involving in malicious reference node and generating falseinformation about reference node at reference node side.



Chapter 4Implementation and experiment
4.1 Goal and taskTo study the reliability of location determination system with a series of ex-periments, the primary thing is to implement a location determination sys-tem prototype, according to location determination system model describedin Section 3.1 and design principles in Section 4.2.1. This location determi-nation system prototype should be able to determine location for terminaldevice, although the accuracy of this prototype is not highly required.After the implementation, referred to the attack model, we carry out someexperiments for the purpose to study how reliable the location determinationsystem prototype is. Based on the attack model(Section 3.2), we describepractically about the procedure of attacks which can act on the implementedprototype. We then conduct experiment to see how location information isa�ected under some attacks.4.2 Implementation of the location determina-tion system prototype4.2.1 Design principlesBefore start implementation, several principles for designing the locationdetermination system prototype are listed as followed:1. The accuracy of implemented location determination system24



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 25prototype is not highly required. Comparing accuracy before andafter being attacked is enough to supply information to measure howreliable a location determination system is. Although the prior consid-eration is the reliability of location determination system and accuracyis one crucial part of reliability, it does not strictly require accuracyin location determination system prototype. The reason is that themethod of studying reliability only requires measuring how accuracyis in�uenced by attack. Therefore, a simple location determinationsystem prototype with certain accuracy is enough in this thesis.2. Implemented location determination system must have basicfeatures of location determination system and functions to lo-cate a target node. In order to examine potential threats in locationdetermination system and see how reliable location determination sys-tem is, this location determination system prototype should be ableto be generalized to location determination systems which have similarstructure. Therefore, basic topology and functions such as location de-termination, reports of location should be available. Apart from basicfunctions, this prototype should be e�cient and fast enough to estimatelocation, so that it is easy to collect location information from locationdetermination system prototype.3. This location determination system does not possess any se-curity protection. This principle is proposed for exploring potentialthreats as much as possible. Possible threats are usually easy to bediscovered in the worst situation. Not all attacks can act on di�erentlocation determination systems, and some of the attacks are e�ective tospeci�c location determination system. To study varieties of potentialthreats, this rule is signi�cant.4. This location determination system has capability to call GPS,and assumes the result from GPS is real location(the actuallocation where user stands). Using GPS is mainly for analyzingthe accuracy of WLAN location determination, but GPS is not as a lo-cation determination in this implementation. Therefore, mean distanceerror( utilized as the metric to measure accuracy in Section 4.2.6, Sec-tion 4.3.3) can be calculated by manipulating the di�erential betweenreal location(measured by GPS) and estimated location(measured byWLAN). Why choosing WLAN as infrastructure network to determinelocation is answered in Section 4.2.3.



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 264.2.2 Environment of the location determination sys-tem prototypeAs mentioned in Section 3.1, location determination system model b hasbeen selected by the consideration of simulating Opennet-Map. And theenvironment of attack model should be open enough to face potential attackscome from any layer. Therefore, the infrastructure network is chosen asWLAN, in which possible threats may source from wired network, wirelessnetwork, mobile device and so on.Moreover, although this location determination system prototype has thecapability to work in any environment with WLAN, the running of locationdetermination system prototype is limited in Otaniemi right now. The reasonis that, currently, information of WLAN is collected only in Otaniemi, whereis chosen as the region to study location determination system prototype.Therefore, this implemented prototype can only be executable in Otaniemifor the limitation of WLAN data. But in the future, if information of WLANin somewhere else is collected, this implemented prototype is able to work inthat place as well.4.2.3 Basic features of the location determination sys-tem prototypeSimilar to Opennet-Map, location determination in this prototype is designedfor an outdoor location determination system. For an outdoor system, in thisthesis, it is aimed to determine the position of mobile device as a region, whichis not an exact location point. As for accuracy, the result of determinedlocation from this location determination system is allowed to have somedi�erential in certain extent.According to the location determination system Opennet-Map, we decidethat infrastructure network of prototype in this thesis is WLAN and WLANAPs scattered in Otaniemi are borrowed as reference nodes. In addition, ascan for MAC address of WLAN APs in Otaniemi is necessary, in order toknow rough positions of WLAN APs. Devices which have function to accessWLAN is able to be target node, and the position of target node can be de-termined by the position of reference node. A central server as well as centralnode which maintains database is the core of whole prototype, and all calcu-lation about determining location is executed on this central node. Hence lo-cation determination system prototype in this thesis is infrastructure-based.



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 27An accurate location determination by signal strength in such an outdoorenvironment is not feasible. At �rst, this location determination system pro-totype was designed to be range-dependent, which utilized the signal strengthto triangulate the position of target node. However, with an outdoor envi-ronment, it is di�cult to estimate distance from signal strength. The reasonis that output power from di�erent WLAN APs is di�erent. Another reasonis that obstructers from WLAN APs to terminal device vary. For instance,received signal at terminal device from nearby WLAN AP is -80dBm, butthis WLAN AP could be quite closed to terminal device due to a small out-put power of AP and lots of obstructer in the way; but a -60dBm receivedsignal strength could be quite far away from terminal device due to largeoutput power of AP and few obstructer in the way. Moreover, accuracy isnot the �rst prior in this implementation, therefore, there is no necessary toimplement location determination by triangulation based on signal strength.As a result, proximity is utilized in the location determination algorithm,and the location is determined as the central region of WLAN APs whichare able to be discovered from the place where user starts query position-ing. A furthermore description of location determination for this locationdetermination system prototype will be presented in Section 4.2.4.Finally, the location determined by this location determination system is anabsolute location, which is represented in latitude and longitude of the earth.4.2.4 Location determination algorithmBecause we choose WLAN as infrastructure network and WLAN AP as refer-ence node in the prototype, the �rst important thing is to know the positionsof WLAN APs scattered in Otaniemi campus. Similar as location determina-tion system Opennet-Map, the location determination system prototype inthis thesis also makes use of WLAN APs which are from individuals or o�cesand mounted in buildings around Otaniemi campus. The advantage of uti-lizing existent WLAN is the plenty of resource and low cost because networkhas already been deployed and there is no need to mount new WLAN AP.However, it also comes up the disadvantage that WLAN AP is not �xed andposition of AP is unknown. It is impossible to knock out all doors behindwhich there are WLAN APs in Otaniemi campus and measure the positionof each WLAN AP.On the other hand, although impossible to determine the position of WLANAP as a point, it is capable to know a rough region where WLAN AP ismounted. Moreover, considering e�ciency, it is decided to determine the
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Figure 4.1: Location determination in location determination systemposition of WLAN AP through scanning WLAN AP in outdoor environmentof Otaniemi Campus by mobile device, which is the same way as locationdetermination system in Otasizzle platform.To scan WLAN APs, a mobile device which can access WLAN and sensethe nearby WLAN APs is very useful. In the beginning of implementinga location determination system prototype, a scan is launched with mobiledevice every certain distance(10 meters) in main paths in Otaniemi campus,for the purpose to collect enough information of WLAN APs. The resultabout positions of scanned WLAN APs is presented in Section 4.2.5. In thisimplementation, data about properties of WLAN APs in Otaniemi Campusis scanned by using "wlantools", which is an open source as well as a freemodule in PythonS60 and has the capability to scan properties of nearbyWLAN APs.As portrait in Figure 4.1(a), there can be multiple scan points 1, 2, and 3which contain information such as MAC address and signal strength aboutthe same WLAN AP. Therefore, if there are at least 3 scan points, they areable to form a polygon in a map. If scan points are fewer than 3, the data ofthis WLAN AP is abandoned. For example, in place 1, mobile device detectsWLAN AP a, AP b and AP c; in place 2, this device detects WLAN AP



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 29a, AP d, AP e; in place 3, WLAN AP a is also detected by device. As aresult, in three places WLAN AP a is discovered by device, which indicatesthat WLAN AP a is in the region surrounded by place 1, 2 and 3. And inthe map, this region can be viewed as a triangle with place 1, 2 and 3 asvertexes.Because most of the signal strength received at scan points from WLAN APsdoes not di�erentiate much, which also means the distance from di�erent scanpoints to WLAN AP not di�erentiate much, so it is assumed that the centralpoint of the polygon formed by scan points stands for the position of WLANAP( the star shown in Figure 4.1(a)). This assumption is made in order tohave the following calculation of location convenient.After knowing the position of WLAN AP, the information of all WLAN APsis stored in a table. When user sends request for positioning together withinformation of discoverable WLAN APs, central server is going to determinelocation of user by utilizing positions of nearby WLAN APs which are storedin the table previously.WLAN APs which are near user can also form a polygon in the map, asdescribed in Figure 4.1(b). Because it is di�cult to infer distance from signalstrength in outdoor environment(as described in Section 4.2.2), triangulatingthe location is impossible either. In thesis, the central point of this polygonis determined to be the center of estimated location, and this central pointcan also represent the determined location( the �ag shown in Figure 4.1(b)).In addition, the mean distance error, between estimated central point andlocation determined by GPS, can be calculated after testing the locationdetermination system. Therefore, in order to give an error tolerance for thisoutdoor system, �nal estimated location is viewed as a round range, withcentral point as center and mean distance error as radius.4.2.5 Implementation of the location determination sys-tem prototypeThe implemented prototype of location determination system basically simu-lates location determination system Opennet-Map. And this location deter-mination system prototype is based on and could be simpli�ed as the locationdetermination system model b, described in Section 3.1.
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Figure 4.2: deployment structure of location determination system



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 31ComponentsAs shown in Figure 4.2, terminal device is a smart cell phone with S60 plat-form, supporting Python60. Client program which is written in python isinstalled in the cell phone. In this experiment, N95 8GB produced by Nokiais used as client device, for which location is determined by location deter-mination system. Terminal device as well as client device is responsible forquerying information of nearby reference nodes and sending information inreport to central server.As reference nodes, WLAN APs which are owned by individuals or o�cesscattered in Otaniemi work for sending APs' attributes to client device whichsends request of scanning.GPS is applied in this location determination system prototype for knowingthe position estimated by GPS. The location estimated by GPS is assumedas factual location and used as a compared parameter, with which locationestimated by WLAN reference system could be compared.A central server stores database and main control program. Central serverreceives report from client device and starts calculate location for client withthe content in report. Operations relative to database is based on softwarePostgreSQL, and geographic calculation is based on Postgis which supportsgeographic objects in PostgreSQL. Besides, main control program is writtenin Java, which is responsible for detecting and receiving messages from client.This control program is also capable of calling JDBC to operate data indatabase.Data structureIn the database located in the central server, there are many tables recordinginformation which is useful to estimate the location of individuals.The records in "opennetmap-otaniemi" are partly supplied by developers ofOtasizzle platform for positioning. In Otaniemi, quantities of scan pointsare scanned. Scan points are positions where signal strength and relativeattributes of nearby WLAN AP are measured by mobile device. Each recordin this table represents information of one scan point. In Table 4.1, attributessuch as "lat" and "lon" are the absolute coordination latitude and longitudeof scan points positioned by GPS, "hdop" is horizontal dilution of precisionduring GPS positioning, "rxlevel" is the signal strength of WLAN AP indBm, "mac" is the MAC address of WLAN AP, and "month" is the time forscanning.



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 32lat lon month Hdop mac rxlevelTable 4.1: structure of data table "opennetmap-otaniemi"As shown in Table 4.2, data table "enough_otaniemi" has the same structureof columns as "opennetmap-otaniemi", but it only stores records of scanpoints in which the same WLAN AP identi�ed by MAC appears at least 3times. lat lon month Hdop mac rxlevelTable 4.2: structure of data table "enough_otaniemi"In Table 4.3, data table"enough_otanimei_count" stores information of eachWLAN AP which appears in enough scan points. "mac_enough" is the MACaddress of WLAN AP and is sourced from "mac" in table "enough_otaniemi"."mac_count" counts the number of scan points which contains "mac_enough"from table "enough_otaniemi". "scan_poly" of a WLAN AP is a geometryobject polygon projected on the earth and formed by coordination of scanpoints where it is able to discover this WLAN AP. "ap_position_center" isthe central coordination of corresponding "scan_poly".mac_enough mac_count scan_poly ap_position_centerTable 4.3: structure of data table "enough_otaniemi_count"Data table "user_wlan_records", presented in Table 4.4, records each queryfor positioning from user. The primary key is "querytime". "userid" is the idof user and "querytime" is the time in location determination system whenuser start query. "mac" is the MAC address of WLAN AP discovered in thisquery. One query may have many records, and each record consists of oneMAC address from WLAN AP. "gps_latitude" and "gps_longitude" is thelatitude and longitude of the position estimated by GPS where user sendsthis query. These two columns are only used for the calculation of distancedi�erence between locations estimated by WLAN and GPS.In Table 4.5, data table "user_position" has the records of estimated loca-tion, together with the distance di�erential between locations estimated byWLAN and GPS. Same as table "user_wlan_records", "userid" and "query-time" is the id and time while querying the location. "estimated_polygon" is



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 33userid querytime mac rxlevel gps_latitude gps_longitudeTable 4.4: structure of data table "user_wlan_records"

Figure 4.3: relationships for data tablesgeometry object polygon, in which points are the WLAN AP in "ap_position_center"of table "enough_otaniemi_count" as well as discovered from this queryingposition. "estimated_location" is the central point of "estimated_polygon",which is also the center of estimated location. "gps_location" is geometryobject point formed by latitude and longitude in table "user_wlan_records"."di�erential" is the di�erences between "estimated_location" and "gps_location".userid querytime estimated_polygon estimated_location gps_location di�erentialTable 4.5: structure of data table "user_position"Figure 4.3 shows the relationships between some data tables. Step1, 2and 3 shows a rough procedure how location determination proceeds indatabase. Step1: in one query of positioning, database searches "mac" of ta-ble "user_wlan_records" in "mac_enough" of table "enough_otaniemi_count",in order to �nd if information about MAC address from user's query is storedin database. If information about MAC address is found, in step2, several
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Figure 4.4: sequence diagram of location determination systemWLAN APs are able to form a polygon and this polygon is stored as "es-timated_polygon" in table "user_position". "estimated_location" is calcu-lated as the center of "estimated_polygon" in step3 and location determina-tion is completed.Working �owAs shown in Figure 4.4, communication sequence presents the way how im-plemented prototype of location determination system runs.At �rst, the client device start request for positioning. In this step, clientprogram in client device is responsible for collecting information from bothWLAN APs and GPS.Client program �rst begins query basic information from nearby WLAN APs,by running "wlantools". After "wlantools" receives attributes from WLANAPs, client program chooses several useful attributes and stores them into abu�er temporarily.Next, GPS module inside PythonS60 is executed to determine the locationof client device. GPS is used here not for calculating estimated location butfor getting a location result which is assumed to be factual location. Thereason why use GPS in this experiment is described in Section 4.2.1.After GPS module returns the determined location from GPS, client pro-



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 35grams packets and sends the information which is from both WLAN APsand GPS, together with the identity of user and time of request to centralserver of location determination system.Central server starts calculate the location of client device when receivesmessages from client device. Central server estimates the location by usingdata stored in database as well as information from client, according to thealgorithm of location determination described in Section 4.2.4. After cen-tral server's determining location, client's user ID, time of request, center ofestimated location, true location(determined by GPS), di�erential betweenthem, and some other useful data are stored in database. Followed, a resultincluding user ID, time of request and estimated location(a round range) isreturned to client device and presented to user.Calculated results from the location determination system pro-toytpeWhen prototype of location determination system is implemented, some testis launched in order to see whether if this prototype is able to work normally.Results are retrieved during the test of running this prototype.When starts scan WLAN, client device is used as device to detect APs andthis scan for discovering is executed every 10 meters. After information aboutWLAN APs is stored into database, test for location determination systemprototype is able to be put into practice.In test, client device starts request for positioning in every 20 seconds. Lo-cation estimated by WLAN reference system and GPS is both recorded indatabase. The track of test mainly is around the main path in campus, andthe duration of test is about 20 minutes each time. In all, the number of testis about 30 times.In Figure 4.5, multiple circles represent discovered positions of WLAN APsin Otaniemi Campus. And Figure 4.6 shows part results from one test.Circle represents location estimated by GPS, and triangle stands for locationestimated by WLAN reference system.
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Figure 4.5: Estimated positions of WLAN APs in Otaniemi
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Figure 4.6: Location estimated by WLAN reference system and locationdetermined by GPS



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 384.2.6 Performance of location determination systemAccuracy:To measure the accuracy of this location determination system, mean dis-tance error is a prior metric for this location determination system. Meandistance error in this location determination system prototype is de�nedas the average value for all di�erentials between the center of estimatedlocation(determined from WLAN reference system) and the actual loca-tion(determined from GPS).After testing location determination system for 30 times, there are quantitiesof records(around 1034) for determined locations in database. The di�eren-tial between the determined center of estimated location and the locationdetermined by GPS is able to be calculated. By calculating the mean valueof all di�erentials, it reaches to a result as 84.3 meters. This means thatan mean distance error between the center of estimated range and the reallocation is about 84.3 meters. This result can be viewed as a criterion todemonstrate the accuracy of this prototype is 84.3 meters in outdoor envi-ronment.As mentioned before, the estimated location actually is not a point, but around range with mean distance error between center of estimated locationand real location as radius. The reason to set the estimated location as around range is for improving the accuracy of location determination system.Therefore, an estimated location is a round with a determined point positionas center(in latitude and longitude) with a 84.3-meter radius. After estimatedlocations' having been set into a round range, about half of determined resultsare included in the estimated range.Robustness:Although being a prototype of location determination system, robustness issigni�cant. Robust is de�ned as if the system is able to work normally indi�erent conditions. After testing location determination system for a period,the robustness of the implemented prototype can be simply described as: ifthere is WLAN network and the information of WLAN AP is recorded indatabase, this location determination system can always work. However,if there is no WLAN APs nearby, location determination of this locationdetermination system does not work. In addition, robustness of prototypeunder outsider attack is also studied in later experiment(Section 4.3.3).



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 39Cost:Location determination system prototype in this thesis only requires a simpleclient device which supports pythonS60 program, for example, a supportedclient device can be a smart cell phone with S60 platform. Because calcu-lation of positioning is on the server side, client program only takes up asmall memory space, about 12KB. Besides, this client program consumes avery small energy if only requests WLAN as infrastructure network but notinvolves GPS in as compared object.In addition, currently, because of having few users and simple calculations,this prototype does not require a highly equipped server. When improvingthis location determination system prototype into a real system, server needsa bigger memory and high speed CPU for the increase of user and data.Apart from server and simple client devices, this location determination sys-tem prototype does not need to purchase and install new referenced devices.Location determination system is able to utilize existing WLAN networksand APs, which saves a lot of costs.However, for the whole system, it needs some e�orts to collect scanningmeasurement for WLAN APs every certain period, e.g. at least twice permonth. And the number of scan points must be large enough, so that thedata is able to contain enough WLAN APs which cover the whole Otaniemiarea. The reason why requires scanning frequently is that WLAN APs couldmove to somewhere else, and some new WLAN APs may join in.Complexity:Complexity means the computing complexity of location determination al-gorithm. For the reason that it is troublesome to measure the complexityof algorithm, it is decided to use the computing time of positioning user'slocation instead of computing complexity. By measuring, a result show thatthe average time for estimating one location is around 2.5 seconds(only useWLAN as infrastructure network), from the beginning that user sends re-quest to user receives estimated result.



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 404.3 Experimenting with the implemented pro-totype4.3.1 Goals of the experimentIn order to discover possible attacks in the implemented prototype and howlocation information is in�uenced by these attacks, some goals for designingexperiment should be presented.For demonstrating potential attacks:
• Attacks are proved in theory reasonably and feasibly, and itis not necessary to implement attack. For the reason that loca-tion determination system in this thesis is not a complete applicationbut more like a prototype of location determination system, it is notplanned to implement detailed real attacks. However, attacks still haveto be proved reasonably and feasibly as what could happen in real life,although not impractically. Therefore, proof with describing attackspractically on location determination system prototype is a good wayto prove attacks.For inspecting how location information is in�uenced by attack:
• Accuracy, integrity of location information and robustness oflocation determination system should be referred in the exper-iment. In order to have idea how reliability of location determinationsystem has been in�uenced by attack, it is important to measure thesethree properties. Therefore, results from experiment should be enoughto indicate how accuracy, integrity, and robustness are after locationdetermination system's being attacked.
• External factors which may a�ect the results of experimentshould be considered. It is very possible that sometimes experi-ment could involve in some external factors which in�uence the �nalresults of experiment. Therefore, we should make sure the results ofour experiment are objective and prevent involving external factors in.



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 414.3.2 AttacksBefore inspecting how attacks a�ect location information and weaken thereliability of the location determination system prototype, it is importantto know what possible attacks might occur in this implemented prototype.In accordance with the attack model described in Section 3.2, there is alist of attacks to which location determination system faces great threats.We present practical description of these attacks, which shows how attacksa�ect this implemented prototype. Threats are �rstly assumed to exist inprototype, and then the implemented way of attack to prototype is describedin scenario based on the attack model.ImpersonationThere are many ways to conduct the impersonation attack, by all means toimpersonate or steal identi�cation of trusted users.Taking the implemented prototype as an example, it has no mechanism foruser authentication. In a simulated scenario of impersonate attack, it as-sumes that there is one trusted user identi�ed as "Tom" and one attackerA. Because of no authentication mechanism, it is easy for attacker to inputTom as user id. Or, by inspecting keyword in message, A could manipulatethe memory and change the user id in message which is �rst stored in localbu�er and then sent to central server into "Tom". When this message whichcontains user id "Tom" and information from referenced nodes is receivedby central server, central node will determine a location for A, store it intodatabase and view "Tom" is in the place where actually A is. This infor-mation about determined location of "Tom" might be used by a third party.Even for location determination system with user authentication, there isstill possibility for impersonation attack, such as listening user's typing, bybreaking encryption or stealing password.Absolute-location fraudIn the implemented prototype, it is the client or target node sends informa-tion to central server. Therefore, making a fake message about collectiveinformation from reference nodes is an easy way to attack this type of loca-tion determination system. The form of correct message sent to central serverfrom trusted user is "user id, time, real information from nearby referencenode". Assuming that attacker A has an identi�cation "Alice" in locationdetermination system, if A manages to manipulate message in local memory,



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 42e.g. fake message as "Alice, time, fault information from WLAN APs", be-fore message sent to central server, the �nal determined location is tamperedand not correct any more when this message arrived at and processed bycentral server.To manipulate this message, a hack program can be coded to listen whetherlocation determination system generate a message in local memory. Oncethis hack program �nds there is a newly generated message after requests forpositioning, this program would modify this message as mentioned above.This hack program only concentrates on changing the �eld in message rel-ative to "information from nearby reference node". And this �eld could bemodi�ed to many values, any value that is able to let �nal determined loca-tion be di�erent. For example, adversary ful�lls absolute-location fraud byusing hack program which changes the MAC address of nearby WLAN APto WLAN AP in very faraway region. When central server receives messagefrom this malicious client, server determines location for client according toMAC address of WLAN APs which are supposed not to be discovered byclient device, therefore gets a wrong result.Time fraudTo experiment with this attack in prototype of location determination sys-tem, it is assumed that attacker A has identi�cation "Alice" in location deter-mination system. "Alice" is going to deceive location determination systemwith his history location. A possible way for attacker is to manipulate reportabout information of reference nodes in local memory before report is sentto central server. This method is similar as the attack for absolute-locationfraud: a hack program listens to local memory and changes time into futuretime in message. Therefore, current location information is associated withfuture time, which also can be viewed as history location information is as-sociated with current time. When server calculates the location with thistampered report message, a location in history is returned and time fraud issuccessfully ful�lled.Actually, such implementation of time fraud is similar to attack in some lo-cation determination system which uses token. [1, 10] In these real locationdetermination systems, attacker sends report about current location in ad-vance by guessing token from server, so that report is sent with an earliertime than the time on server.



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 43Ma�a fraudThe location determination system prototype implemented in this thesis be-longs to the kind that client interacts with central server. Hence in Ma�afraud, attacker "Alice" plays as "central server" to trusted user T, and pre-tends to be T to real central server. A hack program can be written to actas proxy between client and central server. This malicious code interceptmessage that trusted client sends out to server, and forward this messageto central server. Central server receives message from malicious node andviews this malicious node as the trusted client. After that, result about loca-tion will be sent to malicious node, and permit of services from third partywill be sent to malicious node as well.Sybil attackThe implementation of Sybil attack is not di�cult, for the reason that thislocation determination system prototype depends a lot on existent WLANand regards WLAN AP as reference node. In the �rst scenario, some WLANAPs which are assumed be controlled by attacker are added into currentWLAN network. By controlling maliciously, these WLAN APs return fakeinformation about themselves when receive the request asking for WLANAPs information from client device. After trusted client receives informationfrom malicious WLAN APs and sends it as report to central server, centralserver calculates incorrect location because of fake information frommaliciousreference node.A second try of Sybil attack is for changing the physical place of WLANAPs. In this attack, it is assumed that in the stage of scanning WLAN APs,WLAN AP m is in place O. Next, m is moved to place P where is far awayfrom place O right before trusted client starts request for positioning. Asm is not in the place which is recorded in database of central server duringscanning, any determined location, relative to WLAN AP m, is far away fromthe correct location.In addition, attacks, listed above, are most possible threats for this proto-type of location determination system, however, the type of threats are notlimited in these listed attacks[19]. There are many other kinds of threats, forinstance, the manipulation of signal and data, which tries to synthesis fakesignal or disturb normal signal during the transferring of data among di�er-ent nodes[25]; device clone, in which attacker clones the memory of client
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between normal and tampered communication �owsdevice after stealing it and so on. But these attacks are more in physicallayer, therefore not mentioned detailedly in this thesis.4.3.3 Location information in�uenced by attackIt is assumed that attacks described in Section 4.3.2, such as impersonation,absolute-location fraud, time fraud, ma�a fraud, Sybil attack, have managedto tamper the prototype of location determination system. In order to seethe reliability status of this prototype of location determination system whenbeing attacked, measurement of data on central server is carried out. Loca-tion information is compared, between the normal data and tampered datastored in database of central server, as shown in Figure 4.7. In this section,reliability of location determination system is measured mainly in the as-pect of accuracy of location information, while integrity and robustness isdescribed generally.Although there are various types of attacks, the results caused by di�erentattacks might be equivalent, in the report sent from client device to centralserver. For instance, absolute-location fraud may change the absolute loca-tion by tampering messages sent from the client device. Sybil attack mayinsert malicious reference nodes into the whole location determination sys-tem, so that malicious node gives fault information of WLAN APs. Both



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 45absolute-location fraud and Sybil attack lead to the modi�cation of MACaddress in the report message. Hence, the estimated location deviates a lotfrom the real location after server calculates location by the tampered report.As shown in Figure 4.7, after the report message is sent to central serverand parsed on server side, information in the message is stored in data table"user_wlan_records". Important �eld such as "userid", "time" and "mac"are directly related to the estimated result of location. Therefore, modi�ca-tion operation in table "user_wlan_records" equals to the modi�cation inreport, on corresponding �eld of information.As a result, tampering in the report message which leads to fault informationcould be simulated by modifying table "user_wlan_records" which leads tochanges of estimated location in "user_position". And the in�uence on lo-cation information by attack could be measured and analyzed, by inspectingdata in table "user_positions". Each record in "user_positions" stands fora request for positioning at one time from user, and in "user_wlan_records"there is corresponding information about reference WLAN APs for this re-quest.Having tested the prototype of location determination system, now in databaseon central server there is a number of location information about the testeduser stored in data table "user_position", and corresponding reference WLANAP information stored in data table "user_wlan_records". Because thereis quantities of location information data stored in database, hence we se-lect 90 records of location information(about 20% of all data) from table"user_position", in order to see how attacks in�uence location information.We then launch a series of experiments, based on this selective section ofdata. These 90 records are retrieved from the positioning test in one contin-uous period of time. It is assumed that the properties of this selective datais similar to the leftover data, and the results from experiment based on thispart of data can be generalized to the whole data.Experiment1: In "user_wlan_records", for one request of positioning,replace the MAC addresses of WLAN APs which are within the e�ectiverange of client device with ones of WLAN APs which are out of the e�ectiverange.As shown in Figure 4.8, N white WLAN APs are capable to be discovered byclient device, while black WLAN APs are out of range. In the experiment,the MAC address of white WLAN AP is going to be replaced with the one ofblack WLAN AP one by one in database. When one MAC address of whiteWLAN AP is replaced with black WLAN AP, a new polygon is formed in
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M meters

N WLAN APs

Figure 4.8: An example of modifying information of WLAN AP in locationdetermination systemgeographic and a new location is estimated as well. Estimated location iscalculated every time when a new replacement is performed. At the sametime, the di�erential distance between the new estimated location and reallocation is measured and recorded as well. D represents the distance betweenfactual location of user and central location of all fault WLAN APs(also isthe location determined by fault WLAN APs).This modi�cation to database equals to the situation, in which attackersmanipulate the client device memory so that MAC address in report is mod-i�ed. Such attack could be absolute-location fraud, Sybil attack, or any otherattack which intends to manipulate the information of reference nodes.Detailed steps:Initialization: n = 1, n represents how many malicious WLAN APs havebeen inserted.1. in table "user_position", select one piece of record r1 from the 90selective records of location information.2. in table "user_wlan_records", �nd set S1 of records in which querytime is the same as the one in r1. The number of records in S1 isrepresented as N , also is the total number of WLAN APs. S1 contains



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 47the information of reference WLAN APs which help generate estimatedlocation in r1.3. in table "user_position", select another piece of record r2 from the 90selective records of location information, in which estimated location isfar away from the real location in r1(at least 100 meters). The distancebetween real location in r1 and estimated location in r2 is measured as
D.4. in table "user_wlan_records", �nd set S2 of records in which querytime is the same as the one in r2. S2 contains information of referenceWLAN APs which helps generate estimated location in r2. If the num-ber of WLAN APs in S2 is less than the number of WLAN APs in S1,jump to step3.5. replace MAC address of the nth WLAN AP in S1 with the one of nthWLAN AP in S2. After the MAC address is replaced, location of user isestimated again. The di�erential distance between this newly estimatedlocation and real location in r1 is calculated and written down as dn.6. n = n + 1(n <= N)7. Repeat from step5 until all WLAN AP's MAC addresses in S1 havebeen replaced with ones in S2.8. Repeat from step1 to step7, until in�uence caused by attack on all 90records of location information have been studied and recorded.9. For each one of all 90 records, there are N pairs of (n, dn). For eachone of all 90 records, we generate a diagram by linking N pairs of
(n, dn), with n/N as horizontal axis, and with dn/D as vertical axis.Synthesis all 90 diagrams into one diagram with the average value ofall 90 curves, as shown in Figure 4.9. A furthermore analysis of thisresult is presented in Section 5.3.Experiment2: In "user_wlan_records", for one request of positioning,keep the original information and insert records of WLAN APs which arenot closed to client but somewhere else.This modi�cation can be related to the situation that attackers insert ma-licious WLAN APs, which return fault MAC address and cause fault MACaddress appears in report, into location determination system. Such attack
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Figure 4.9: Results of experiment1. This �gure shows that the di�erentialdistance between estimated location and real location increases as the numberof replaced WLAN APs in the report message increases. The diagram isformed by points (n/N, dn/D), sourced from average values of all 90 records.
n represents the number of replaced WLAN APs; N is the total number ofcorrectly discovered WLAN APs; dn stands for di�erential distance betweenthe estimated location(when n WLAN APs have been replaced with faultWLAN APs in database) and the real location of user; D is the distancebetween the estimated location(when all WLAN APs have been replaced)and the real location of user.



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 49could be Sybil attack, absolute-location fraud or similar attack which involvesextra fault information about reference nodes into location determinationsystem.Detailed steps:Initialization: n = 1, n represents how many records about WLAN APs havebeen added.1. in table "user_position", select one piece of record r1 from the 90selective records of location information.2. in table "user_wlan_records", �nd set S1 of records in which querytime is the same as the one in r1. The number of records in S1 isrepresented as N , also is the total number of WLAN APs. S1 containsthe information of reference WLAN APs which help generate estimatedlocation in r1.3. in table "user_position", select another piece of record r2 from the 90selective records of location information, in which estimated location isfar away from the real location in r1(at least 100 meters). The distancebetween real location in r1 and estimated location in r2 is measured as
D.4. in table "user_wlan_records", �nd set S2 of records in which querytime is the same as the one in r2. S2 contains information of referenceWLAN APs which helps generate estimated location in r2. If the num-ber of WLAN APs in S2 is less than the number of WLAN APs in S1,jump to step3.5. In S1 stored in "user_wlan_records", add one record of nth WLANAP which is in S2. After the record including MAC address is inserted,location of user is estimated again. The di�erential distance betweenthis newly estimated location and real location in r1 is calculated andwritten down as dn.6. n = n + 1(n <= N)7. Repeat from step5 until all records about WLAN APs in S2 have beenadded into S1.8. Repeat from step1 to step7, until in�uence caused by attack on all 90records of location information have been studied and recorded.
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Figure 4.10: Results of experiment2. This �gure shows that the di�erentialdistance between estimated location and real location varies as the numberof inserted fault WLAN APs in the report message increases. The diagram isformed by points (n/N, dn/D), sourced from average values of all 90 records.
n represents the number of inserted WLAN APs; N is the total number ofcorrectly discovered WLAN APs; dn stands for di�erential distance betweenthe estimated location(when n fault WLAN APs have been inserted intodatabase) and the real location of user; D is the distance between the esti-mated location(when all fault WLAN APs have been inserted into database)and the real location of user.9. For each one of all 90 records, there are N pairs of (n, dn). For eachone of all 90 records, we generate a diagram by linking N pairs of

(n, dn), with n/N as horizontal axis, and with dn/D as vertical axis.Synthesis all 90 diagrams into one diagram with the average value ofall 90 curves, as shown in Figure 4.10. A furthermore analysis of thisresult is presented in Section 5.3.Experiment3: In "user_wlan_records", for one request of positioning,delete records of reference WLAN APs.Such remove in database can be related to the event, when attackers movetrusted WLAN APs which are supposed to be near client device to somewhereelse, or when malicious WLAN AP returns information to client device but



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 51this information is not scanned and recorded before in database. Or thissituation could happen in some Ma�a attacks, in which attacker acting asmalicious proxy in between reference node and client. Such Ma�a fraudproxy may return fault information about WLAN AP which is not recordedin database, hence cause the missing of some e�ective WLAN APs.Detailed steps:Initialization: n = 1, n represents how many records about WLAN APs havebeen removed.1. in table "user_position", select one piece of record r1 from the 90selective records of location information.2. in table "user_wlan_records", �nd set S1 of records in which querytime is the same as the one in r1. The number of records in S1 isrepresented as N , also is the total number of WLAN APs. S1 containsthe information of reference WLAN APs which help generate estimatedlocation in r1. If only one record exist in S1, then jump to step1.3. In S1 stored in "user_wlan_records", delete nth record which containsinformation about WLAN AP, user and query time. After the record isremoved, location of user is estimated again. The di�erential distancebetween this newly estimated location and real location in r1 is calcu-lated and written down as dn. The distance between real location in r1and estimated location in r1 is measured as D.4. n = n + 1(n < N)5. Repeat from step3 until only one record about WLAN AP in S1 is left.6. Repeat from step1 to step5, until in�uence caused by attack on all 90records of location information have been studied and recorded.7. For each one of all 90 records, there are N pairs of (n, dn). For eachone of all 90 records, we generate a diagram by linking N pairs of
(n, dn), with n/N as horizontal axis, and with dn/D as vertical axis.Synthesis all 90 diagrams into one diagram with the average value ofall 90 curves, as shown in Figure 4.11. A furthermore analysis of thisresult is presented in Section 5.3.
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Figure 4.11: Results of experiment3. This �gure shows that the di�erentialdistance between estimated location and real location varies not obviouslyas the number of removed WLAN APs in the report message increases. Thediagram is formed by points (n/N, dn/D), sourced from average values ofall 90 records. n represents the number of removed WLAN APs; N is thetotal number of correctly discovered WLAN APs; dn stands for di�eren-tial distance between the estimated location(when n WLAN APs have beenremoved from database) and the real location of user; D is the distance be-tween the estimated location(estimated location without being tamper) andthe real location of user.



CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT 53Experiment4: In "user_positions", current location information is mod-i�ed into history location information. In order to see how is the in�uenceof time fraud attack on location information, di�erential time between his-tory location information and current location information is adjusted from1 second to 300 seconds. That is, current location information is replacedwith history location information of di�erent di�erential times respectively.Such modi�cation in database is relative to the attack of time fraud, in whichattacker deceives location determination system that he is in history location.Detailed steps:Initialize: n = 1, n represents n seconds which is added to original time1. for each of the selective 90 records stored in "user_positions", altervalue t from "time" �eld into a new value with t + n.2. calculate the di�erential distance between estimated location in newlymodi�ed table with the one in original data of the same time valuein "time" �eld. For the ith record in the selective 90 records, thedi�erential distance can be written down as din.3. n = n + 14. repeat from step1 to step3, until n = 750.5. draw diagram: for the ith record in the selective 90 records, thereis di1, di2, ...di750. Calculate average value for di1, di2, ...di750 of all 90records, and draw a diagram(shown in Figure 4.12) with n as hori-zontal axis, average di�erential distance (
∑

90

i=1
dik)/90, k = 1, 2, ...750as vertical axis. A furthermore analysis of this result is presented inSection 5.3.Table 4.6 shows a summary which gives an overall view of all these exper-iments.
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Figure 4.12: Results of experiment4. This �gure shows that the di�erentialdistance between estimated location and real location increases as the di�er-ential time increases. n represents the di�erential time between current timeand history time in second; diff , which is sourced from the average value ofall 90 records, represents the di�erential distance between history location(nseconds ago) and real location of user
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Situation Example of AttackExperimen1 Attackers manipulate theclient device memory sothat MAC address in re-port is modi�ed. Could be absolute-location fraud, Sybilattack, or any otherattack which intendsto manipulate the in-formation of referencenodes.Experiment2 Attackers insert maliciousWLAN APs, which returnfault MAC address andcause fault MAC addressappears in report, into lo-cation determination sys-tem.

Such attack could be Sybilattack, absolute-locationfraud or similar attackwhich involves extra faultinformation about refer-ence nodes into locationdetermination systemExperiment3 Attackers move trustedWLAN APs which aresupposed to be near clientdevice to somewhere else;or malicious WLAN APreturns information toclient device which isnot recorded before indatabase; or attackeracting as malicious proxyin between reference nodeand client.

Physical attack; Ma�afraud proxy which mayreturn fault informationabout WLAN AP which isnot recorded in database
Experiment4 Attacker deceives loca-tion determination systemthat he is in history loca-tion. Time fraud

Table 4.6: A summary for all experiments



Chapter 5AnalysisIn Section 4.2, an implementation of location determination system proto-type is proposed. In the experiment part(Section 4.3), how possible attackstamper this location determination system prototype is described practically.We then launch some experiment in order to see how location information isin�uenced under attacks in various aspects.In this chapter, based on the experiment part in Section 4.3, analysis is madeto the description of possible attacks and the results from the experimentabout how attacks in�uence location information.5.1 Evaluation of the experimentAlthough attacks are described only in words not in real implementation,the way how attack can be implemented to a�ect this prototype is practicaland feasible. For a location determination system prototype, we state theassumption, intention of adversary and propose general ways to attack sucha prototype. Apart from relatively simple modeling of attacks, we also de-scribes how attack can be implemented. And these attacks can even happenin real life and result in serious consequences in real location determinationsystems.In the experiment of inspecting how location information is in�uenced byattack, result of experiment is able to show reliability status in the aspectof accuracy, integrity and robustness. Results from experiment are furtheranalyzed in Section 5.3, giving answer to the problem stated by this thesis.
56



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 575.2 Analysis for attacksAccording to Section 4.3.2, simulation of attacks shows possible threats ex-ist in the prototype of location determination system. Analysis about howthese attacks in�uence the reliability of the location determination systemprototype and how such modi�cation of location data in�uence people's lifeis presented here.Impersonation: Under the attack of impersonation, this location deter-mination system prototype has no resistance. Attacker is capable of mod-ifying user ID in the report sent to central server. For the reason that"userid" �eld in data table "user_wlan_records" is parsed from the report,column "userid" is also tampered by attacker. Next, column "userid" in"user_position" is retrieved from "user_wlan_records", so the modi�cationin table "user_wlan_records" also in�uences "userid" �eld in "user_position".As a result, in the example of impersonation attack described in Section 4.3.2,record in "user_position" returns the �nal determined location to client de-vice and claims that attacker A is trusted user T. And the position where Astands is viewed as the position of trusted user T. For the reliability of thislocation determination system prototype, in the aspect of location informa-tion, the integrity is harmed by impersonation attack. One possible disasteris that any resource that is bound to T now is also available to A, becauseA steals T 's identi�cation. Another possible aftermath is that the locationdetermination system prototype provides fault location information to thirdparty which utilizes location information as an input of service. Anythingcould happen during the use of fault location information by other entities[8].Absolute-location fraud: In the description of absolute-location fraudin this thesis, attacker A changes the MAC address in the report sent tocentral server, so that the column "mac" in "user_wlan_records" is alsomodi�ed. Because "mac" �eld in "user_wlan_records" for one query timeis changed to di�erent MAC addresses, a relative search for "mac_enough"column in "enough_otaniemi_count" also returns geographic positions ofdi�erent WLAN APs. As a result, the center of polygon formed by thesefault WLAN APs becomes the �nal determined location, which deviates alot from the original real location.Central server views attacker A is in a place but actually A is not there.Absolute-location fraud causes the accuracy of the location determinationsystem prototype drop and undermines the integrity of location informa-



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 58tion. Hence such attack threatens the reliability of the location determina-tion system prototype seriously. Such wrong location report possibly leads tomany undesirable consequences. For instance, some critical resource might bebound to a speci�c location. Attacker A who handles absolute-location fraudcan modify his own absolute location into this speci�c location(such locationA might does not have right to enter into), in order to access this criticalresource. Or A intends to deceive central server that he is in somewhere else,so that any third party who retrieves information from the location deter-mination system would not know the real track of A. This could break theintegrity of some location-based services which is based on the true positionsof users.Time fraud: In time fraud attack, report sent to central server is manip-ulated by attacker's trick, so that current location information is modi�edinto history location. Or more correctly, attacker sends report message aboutcurrent reference node information to server in advance. Hence server viewsattacker A is still in "current location" when receives report message, butactually A is not in "current location" anymore. As for the description oftime fraud, it equals to the situation that time �eld in report message whichis generated by client program is modi�ed into a future time. On the serverside, data table "user_wlan_records" is parsed from this report message,and leads to modi�cation of time �eld in table "user_position" as well.As a result, server returns location information which is in history, and thetrack of attacker is incorrect. If attack A manages to deceive the locationdetermination system with history location information by breaking the syn-chronization mechanism of the whole system, integrity of location informa-tion is destroyed. Any third party requiring location information of realtime faces the challenge of time fraud, because the location information inhistory might deviate a lot from current actual location. Due to the rea-son that accuracy is in�uenced a lot by time fraud and the prototype can'tensure the integrity of location information, the reliability of such locationdetermination system prototype faces great threat.Ma�a fraud: Adding a malicious proxy in between trusted client T andcentral server, attacker A does not intend to change the report message sentto central server or modify �nal estimated location, but intercept messagefrom T, create a connection to central server and let server believe that A isin the position where trusted client T stays. Although location informationtuple (id,l,t) is not tampered, the reliability of whole location determination



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 59system prototype is undermined because the owner of location informationis switched illegally and the integrity of location information is destroyed.Undesirable consequences are various under Ma�a fraud attack. For example,resource which is bound to T now is available to A, because the tamperedlocation determination system views A is T and any reply from central serverto T now is sent to A. If a third party such as location-based service is basedon the location determination system which is vulnerable to Ma�a fraud,important resource from third party is intercepted by attacker.Sybil attack: According to the description, in the �rst situation of Sybil at-tack, inserted malicious reference nodes which return fault MAC addresses toclient cause generate fault information in report message. Similar as absolute-location fraud, fault information about MAC address of WLAN APs, �nallyin�uence estimated location in data table "user_position".In the second try, WLAN AP recorded in table "opennetmap-otaniemi"moves to somewhere else actually, but in database the position of WLANAP is not modi�ed. Hence fault information about reference nodes leads toa fault estimation of location in table "user_position".As for the reliability of the location determination system prototype, theaccuracy of location information is a�ected seriously when adopting a Sybilattack. In some situation, the location determination system prototype iseven not able to work normally under Sybil attack, so the robustness of theprototype is seriously threaten.In Sybil attack, trusted client has no idea that his location information hasbeen tampered. As a result, the right of user's knowing real location isdeprived.Some countermeasure: Regarding results from speci�c attacks which aredescribed practically, here are multiple e�ective methods which help mitigatemalicious attack to location determination system. Part of the methods hasalready been used in current location determination systems, while othersare still in the researching status.To prevent attacks which cause the identi�cation theft such as impersonationattack, it is important to adopt means to authenticate client or target node,encrypt message in communication[13, 22]. Another e�ective way is to moni-tor the history track of user. If there is a sudden variation in track with greatdistance, it is very possible that the identi�cation of trusted user is stolen byattacker[5, 35].



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 60For attacks which result in change in absolute location such as absolute-location fraud, the method to mitigate such threats depends on speci�c lo-cation determination system. For the location determination system whichis based on proximity solution, such as the prototype implemented in thisthesis, an e�ective way is to use tamper-resistant hardware [7, 4] on clientside. Besides, secure location determination is very e�ective in supplying atrue absolute location. Furthermore, in location authentication, some abso-lute positioning protocols are useful to verify the absolute position of targetnode.Some attacks which might trick location determination system with timesuch as time fraud. Hence synchronization in location determination systemis quite important. For proximity-based system, distance bounding proto-col based on token broadcast can be utilized. If the system uses token inthe synchronization step, token should be di�erent every time when startpositioning[10]. Therefore, the adversary is not able to guess the token andsend his positioning request in advance. One more solution to prevent ad-versary cheating time clock is utilizing tamper-resistance[7, 4].In order to mitigate attacks such as Ma�a fraud which attempts to mountmalicious proxy in-between trusted components in location determinationsystem, location authentication such as distance bounding protocol based onfast challenge-response exchanges is e�ective to TOA-based schemes. For thelocation determination system which is proximity-based, distance boundingprotocol based on token broadcast is helpful. Token which is used in com-munication should be encrypted and the key used to encrypt should be onlyshared within honest nodes [28, 9]. Another way is to design the deploymentof reference node with speci�cation. It is signi�cant for client node or centralnode to detect whether if the transmitted signal is relayed.Attacks such as Sybil fraud might be di�cult to prevent. The main targetto prevent Sybil attacks is to detect fraudulent reference nodes. Verifyingthe identi�cation of trusted reference node is one method. Location authen-tication and secure location deterimination can verify the estimated locationof client device, helping location determination system detect Sybil attackwhen malicious reference nodes manage to modify the �nal result of estimatedlocation.



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 615.3 Analysis for experiment of in�uenced loca-tion informationAfter general analysis, a relatively detailed analysis, which is based on themeasurement of location information in�uenced by attack, is presented.All attacks described in Section 4.3.2 are assumed to a�ect the database incentral server. And the experiment launched in Section 4.3.3 gives a resultshowing how attacks tamper the determined location in quantity. In thissection, some rules are inferred from the results of experiment, indicatinghow the reliability of the implemented prototype is in�uenced by outsideattacks.In experiment1, replacement of MAC address in report message resultsin incorrect estimation in location information. Di�erent numbers of replacedWLAN APs leads to di�erent distance to real location.In Figure 4.9, at the beginning, when MAC address of few (less than 30%)WLAN APs have been replaced with far away WLAN APs, di�erential dis-tance between real location and estimated location increases steeply. Whenabout 30% to 90% MAC addresses have been replaced, di�erential distancedoes not vary too much. When last few MAC address of WLAN APs arereplaced, the di�erential distance varies quickly and get closed to the dis-tance D, where D is the distance from real location to the central location ofpolygon formed by all far away WLAN APs.From the variation in result, it is deduced that few modi�cation of refer-ence nodes' information is able to change the estimated result distinctly. Bywatching result of data generated in experiment, an optimistic amount ofreplaced or tampered nodes is at about 30% of all reference nodes. Con-tinuing to add numbers of replaced nodes is going to increase di�erentialdistance, but the in�uence is quite weak and the cost of attack grows as well.Therefore, 30% is an ideal amount which results in greatly tampered loca-tion information but few costs. Another discovery is that, usually when theinformation of last trusted reference node is modi�ed, di�erential distancevaries from 70% of D to the maximum value D.As for the reliability, the accuracy of the location information drops obviouslywhen e�ective WLAN APs have been replaced with ine�ective WLAN APs.The integrity of the location determination system prototype is undermineddue to the l in tuple (id, l, t) has been tampered. The robustness of theprototype is also tampered, as the location determined under this kind of



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 62attack deviates largely from the real location of trusted user.In order to prevent or alleviate the in�uence of attacks which modify referencenodes' information, it had better �nd a solution that limits such maliciousmodi�cation within 30% of all trusted reference nodes. If such controllingsolution fails, another backup solution should be e�ective to make sure thatat least the information of one reference node is reliable, so that the estimatedresult of location information does not go to the maximum deviation.In experiment2, malicious reference nodes have been mounted in order toa�ect �nal estimated location of user. These malicious reference nodes intendto add information of extra WLAN APs. In accordance with the result ofexperiment2, di�erent numbers of inserted reference nodes result in di�erentdistance between real location and estimated location.In Figure 4.10, when the number of extra WLAN APs takes up fewer thanabout 50% of N (the number of original WLAN APs), di�erential distanceincreases notably. And when the number of extra WLAN APs reaches about50% of N, di�erential distance almost reaches to a maximum value. It isshown that the maximum value of di�erential distance appears in the sectionfrom 50% of N to more extra WLAN APs. In this section, the value ofdi�erential distance does not vary too much. Moreover, D stands for thedistance between real location and the central location of polygon formed byall added extra WLAN APs. No matter how the number of extra WLANAPs increases, the di�erential distance would not be closed to D.Consequently, in the estimation of location, an insert of extra WLAN APs'information with the number of fewer than 50%N, causes distinct variation ofdi�erential distance. As the continuous increase of extra WLAN APs (greaterthan 50%N), di�erential distance does not vary too much. Because the range,inserting information of extra reference nodes within 50% of N, results indistinct attack in�uence with few costs, so this range is an optimistic costfor attack.As for the reliability, the accuracy of the location information drops obvi-ously when several ine�ective WLAN APs have been inserted into the reportmessage. However, the a�ection is not obvious if more than 50%N of WLANAPs are inserted. The integrity of the location determination system proto-type is undermined due to the l in tuple (id, l, t) has been tampered. Therobustness of the prototype is also tampered, as the location determined un-der this kind of attack deviates from the real location of trusted user. Butthis kind of attack does not lead to large deviation to the tampered location.



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 63To prevent attack which involves extra fault WLAN APs' information whenestimating location, the number of extra reference nodes for which informa-tion is inserted maliciously should be limited within 50% of N in such pro-totype. The accuracy of location information can be controlled e�ectively ifthe number of malicious extra reference nodes is controlled as well.In experiment3, it is assumed that part of original WLAN APs has beenremoved in report message sent to central server. This experiment is formeasuring the in�uence of location information under the attack which blocksthe client's awareness of available WLAN APs.In Figure 4.11, D represents the distance between real location and originalestimated location (central location of polygon formed by original WLANAPs). According to the result output from experiment3, the in�uence inlocation information under such attack is quite little, in this location deter-mination system prototype. Di�erential distance varies around D. In somecases, di�erential distance may even drop below D.For this location determination system prototype, although the input forestimating location is tampered, the reliability in terms of accuracy has notbeen a�ected much. Therefore, in location determination, this prototype hascapability to resist the attack which deletes critical information when clientcollects information of reference nodes.In experiment4, attacker intends to deceive location determination sys-tem with his history location. This experiment is designed to see how timefraud in�uences the estimated location of user.In Figure 4.12, the di�erential time for replacing current location with historylocation varies from 1 second to 750 seconds, and di�erential distance growsas the di�erential time increases. Such result from experiment is explainable.Because there is moving speed for user, replacing current location with anolder location causes larger di�erential distance.Moreover, for this prototype of location determination system, a small dif-ferential time does not a�ect the estimated location. The reason is that es-timated location is the central location of polygon formed by nearby WLANAPs. After several seconds, user might still in the same geographic polygonformed by nearby WLAN APs as the one some seconds ago. Therefore, inFigure 4.12, di�erential distance grows in a shape like stairs when di�erentialtime increases.To prevent time fraud, security mechanism is required to limit di�erential



CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS 64time of time fraud attack in few seconds T (from Figure 4.12, 20 secondsis acceptable). That is, if di�erential time in time fraud attack is greaterthan T, it should be detectable. To detect a large di�erential time in timefraud attack is easier compared to a small di�erential time, because it is morecomplicated for attacker to implement a time fraud attack with large timedeviation. On the other hand, if di�erential time is less than T, estimatedlocation does not vary too much even when attacker manages to succeed.The accuracy of location information hence is not in�uenced too much whendi�erential time is small enough. As a result, this location determinationsystem prototype has certain resistance to time fraud attack. And the relia-bility of this location determination system prototype can be under controlwhen time fraud happens.In conclusion, experiment1, experiment2 and experiment3 are all basedon attacks which tamper information of reference nodes. Having a compari-son among experiment1, experiment2 and experiment3, it is discovered thatthe most serious consequence on location information is caused by attacksimulated in experiment1. The deviation on location information caused byattack simulated in experiment2 is weaker than experiment1. Attack whichis described in experiment3 does not in�uence the accuracy of location infor-mation much, therefore it a�ects reliability little.Based on time fraud, experiment4 is an independent experiment comparedwith experiment1, experiment2, and experiment3. Although in a whole view-ing di�erential distance grows fast as di�erential time increases, di�erentialdistance does not vary much in a small enough section. The reliability ofthis location determination system prototype, when facing weak time fraud,does not drop too much. But when encountering a time fraud attack whichmanages to fake a history location that is long time ago, the reliability of theprototype is very low.



Chapter 6ConclusionIn order to inspect the reliability of location determination system, a proto-type of outdoor location determination system which borrows a design fromthe existing location determination system Opennet-Map was implemented.This prototype is capable to stand for those location determination systems,which are range independent, infrastructure-based, sending report from clientto central server and utilizing proximity-based location determination. More-over, the implemented prototype is able to position terminal device, with theaccuracy of about 84.3 meters. And this prototype has well robustness in anenvironment with WLAN.After the implementation, we presented possible attacks existing in this pro-totype, and described the practical scenario about how these attacks happenin accordance with the properties of this prototype. These attacks have highpossibility to occur in the type of location determination system which issimilar to the prototype, if location determination system has poor secu-rity mechanism(As the implemented prototype is implemented without anysecurity mechanism). As a result, attacks undermine the reliability of loca-tion determination system by tampering location information or obstructingnormal working of location determination system.Having an idea how attacks occur, we carried out the measurement aboutthe in�uence on location information caused by some attacks. A series ofexperiments is designed for inspecting and measuring how di�erent attacksa�ect location information. These experiments are based on the assumptionthat attacks have already happened. Then we measured variation of locationinformation by simulating attacks. Simulation of attacks was ful�lled bymanipulating the data about locations stored in the database.The implementation and the experiment ful�lled in this thesis solved the65



CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 66problem which we stated. As for the problem about what possible attacksexist in location determination system, we found that the location determi-nation system which is similar to the implemented prototype is sensitive toimpersonation, absolute-location fraud, time fraud, Ma�a fraud, Sybil attackand other physical attacks.As for the problem about how attacks in�uence reliability of location de-termination system, we discovered that di�erent attacks result in di�erentin�uences on the reliability. The reliability of the prototype is sensitive tothe attack which modi�es the report message sent from client to server. Ac-curacy drops obviously when this type of attack tampers the prototype. Butthere is an exception, if the attack only removes information about part num-ber of the WLAN APs, such attack might not a�ect the accuracy of locationinformation too much. As for the time fraud, if di�erential time in the timefraud is small enough(less than 20 seconds), this prototype has certain re-sistance to such time fraud. But when the di�erential time is larger than20 seconds, the accuracy of location information is poor. However, all theseattacks, which modify the information of WLAN APs or the identi�cation ofuser or the time for requesting positions, undermine the integrity of locationinformation. If attacks manage to remove all the information about WLANAPs(reference nodes), the robustness of this prototype is undermined. Forother attacks, the robustness of the prototype is low for the poor accuracy,although the prototype still has the ability to position terminal device.Reliability of location determination system is a signi�cant and interestingtopic. It implies the resistance ability of a location determination system toresist attack. In this thesis, the reliability of location determination systemis measured in the aspect of accuracy, integrity and robustness of locationdetermination system. An overall measurement in accuracy, integrity androbustness after the location determination system is attacked, shows howthe location determination system is a�ected and how location informationdeviates from the original value. Moreover, knowing the reliability statusof a location determination system is able to help enhance location deter-mination system in security protection. Security mechanism to one locationdetermination system can be designed according to the vulnerability in theaspect of reliability of the location determination system.The methodology adopted in this thesis is also useful to other types of lo-cation determination systems, for the reason that this method is scienti�cand objectively measured the reliability of a location determination system.First it is important to create a runnable prototype of location determinationsystem with database, according to the model of the location determination



CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 67system. By watching possible attacks and monitoring how attacks in�uencelocation information, the reliability of the location determination system pro-totype is inspected. It is able to know what attack is more e�ective to thistype of location determination system. Consequently, if this method is ap-plied to di�erent types of location determination systems, the reliability oflocation determination system is studied.In conclusion, this thesis answers questions about what attacks exist in lo-cation determination system and how reliability is in�uenced under attack,by studying one type of location determination system. It is meaningful toknow the reliability of this type of location determination system when fac-ing di�erent attacks, in order to �nd security solutions to protect locationdetermination system. Although reliability in only one type of location de-termination system is measured, the method proposed in this thesis makesgreat sense. By adapting this method to di�erent location determination sys-tems, it is able to know the reliability of all di�erent location determinationsystems.Doing this thesis, we have read a number of papers and been aware of loca-tion determination system such an interesting topic. We have learnt how tocomplete implementation independently as well as asking help from people.We also have mastered the ability about how to conduct experiment scientif-ically, such as designing experiment, recording data and analyzing the resultsof experiment.
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